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INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, cryptocurrencies (also called “virtual currencies”) have steadily increased in value, acceptance, and use
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amongst taxpayers. In December 2017, Bitcoin, the world’s most popular cryptocurrency, surpassed US $19,000 per coin in value. The United States and China, much like in other aspects of trade and finance, are the two largest markets for cryptocurrency mining, trading, and investment. As investor interest, mainstream acceptance, and value of cryptocurrencies increase, new regulatory and tax issues are emerging for both countries as each determines how cryptocurrencies fit into the current regulatory landscape.

In September 2017, China banned all domestic cryptocurrency markets and initial coin offerings (ICOs). This decision by the Chinese government sent shockwaves throughout the cryptocurrency markets and sent the values of these currencies plunging when compared to traditional fiat currencies, because it signaled how national governments might attempt to regulate and tax cryptocurrency transactions moving forward.

First, this Comment will examine the underlying technology behind cryptocurrencies and the inherent regulatory challenges the technology produces. It will focus primarily upon the anonymous nature of cryptocurrency transactions, the international structure of cryptocurrency markets, and the current tax framework governing cryptocurrencies.

Second, this Comment will focus on the United States and China and the effects of each country’s cryptocurrency regulations. Specifically, it will examine the U.S.-China Tax Treaty and issues between the U.S. tax framework and China’s recent ban on domestic cryptocurrency businesses.

Finally, this Comment will discuss policy solutions to cryptocurrency regulations and how governments could protect the inherent interest of cryptocurrency users while shifting these markets into a regulatory framework that enables governments to generate tax revenue from these transactions.

---
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BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

“Blockchain” technology provides the underlying technological basis for all cryptocurrencies. A blockchain is a perpetual, continuous list that records each individual transaction between users of a cryptocurrency. Individual segments of the continuous blockchain records are called “blocks” and commonly refer to a completed list of transactions. Every time a user sells or transfers a “coin” (an individual cryptocurrency unit), the blockchain logs and records that transaction. Thus, the blockchain contains the payment and transaction history of every single coin in circulation and every user who once possessed a coin.

The blockchain acts as a bank ledger for cryptocurrencies. However, blockchain technology differs from a bank ledger because no central authority monitors and verifies each transaction. Instead of an authorizing banking or government authority to monitor transactions, the blockchain makes the ledger publicly available. The blockchain is instantaneously replicated and stored on thousands of computers (“nodes”) around the world as cryptocurrency transactions occur. At any point in time, any user around the world can access and view the entire blockchain ledger.
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In addition to recording each transaction, the blockchain also verifies and records each transaction between cryptocurrency users.\(^\text{13}\) When users buy or sell cryptocurrency coins, the blockchain verifies the transaction and records the transaction into a block.\(^\text{14}\) Once the block is completed, the transaction data is “hashed” (encrypted) into a series of letters and numbers by a predetermined mathematical function.\(^\text{15}\) This deterministic function will produce the same result every time the same input (e.g., the transaction data) is used.\(^\text{16}\) Even the smallest change, one single digit, would result in the function producing a completely different hash.\(^\text{17}\) Once one block of transactions is completed, the next block begins with the hash formula produced by the previous block.\(^\text{18}\) Thus, the blockchain creates a link between each piece of the ledger. This ensures that users cannot alter the record of past transactions.\(^\text{19}\)

Due to the mathematical link between each piece of the blockchain, users cannot retroactively apply transaction information without altering the record of blockchain transactions stored on every node around the world.\(^\text{20}\) If a previous transaction is altered—even by a single digit—it would not only alter the hash produced by that block but trickle through every block that follows the altered transaction.\(^\text{21}\) If a single transaction is altered, then the underlying mathematical formula would produce a new result that would permanently alter every future block in the blockchain.\(^\text{22}\) Because every node around the world simultaneously updates and stores the blockchain ledger, users would notice any retroactive changes to a specific block.\(^\text{23}\)
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formula enables blockchain technology to serve as its own insurance policy against theft or fraudulent transactions.\textsuperscript{24}

Blockchain technology’s decentralized network enables cryptocurrency users to build trust with other users even though they might not know each other.\textsuperscript{25} Every user buying or selling a cryptocurrency can verify the legitimacy of the coins because no single user can manipulate the past transaction history of each coin.\textsuperscript{26} As a result, cryptocurrencies create value for users because the users can verify that the coins they purchased or sold have value and legitimacy.

\textit{A. Mining}

The decentralized network underlying blockchain technology maintains the value of cryptocurrencies for users without the oversight of a central banking authority. However, the lack of a central banking authority also poses issues for introducing new currency into circulation.\textsuperscript{27} A central banking authority, such as the United States Treasury or the Federal Reserve Bank, mints and distributes fiat currencies into circulation.\textsuperscript{28} By controlling how much currency circulates into the economy, central banking authorities maintain control and oversight of the currency’s value.\textsuperscript{29} Without a central banking authority, cryptocurrency coins must enter circulation through the blockchain’s decentralized network. The process for creating and circulating new cryptocurrency coins is referred to as “mining.”\textsuperscript{30}

Mining is a process that creates new cryptocurrency coins through computers connected to the blockchain network.\textsuperscript{31} These computers verify and authenticate cryptocurrency transactions and log those transactions into the blockchain ledger.\textsuperscript{32} As transactions occur, the “mining” computers essentially build the most recent “block” in the
blockchain. To compensate these computers for verifying and authenticating these transactions (and essentially serving as a central banking authority), the blockchain provides people who operate computers to mine cryptocurrencies with cryptocurrency coins derived from transaction fees as a reward for completing the current block.

The same mathematical formula that links each block in the blockchain also determines how the blockchain compensates miners for authenticating transactions. As explained earlier, each block produces a distinct output based upon a predetermined mathematical formula. As computers verify cryptocurrency transactions, each computer is attempting to solve the mathematical formula produced by the current block. Each computer connected to the network competes to verify as many transactions as possible and complete the block first. The most powerful computers can verify transactions faster and enable miners to receive higher profits. Once a single computer solves that equation, the block is completed and the blockchain compensates that specific computer with an amount of cryptocurrency coins. The current reward for completing a block of Bitcoin (BTC), the most well-known cryptocurrency, is 12.5 bitcoins per block. Therefore, if a computer mining Bitcoin solves the mathematical formula that completed a Bitcoin block, the owner of that computer would receive 12.5 bitcoins—currently valued at $200,000 (this fluctuates based upon the current price of BTC/$).

Mining rewards individual cryptocurrency users for acting as a central bank that mines currency and audits transactions. Because the blockchain operates on a decentralized network, miners provide the necessary computing power to ensure that other users can engage in
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42 As of December 7, 2018, one Bitcoin was worth $19,643. After reaching that all-time high value, Bitcoin’s value in U.S. dollars dropped and has fluctuated between $6,000 and $12,500 for most of 2018. See Bitcoin (USD) Price, COINDESK, https://www.coindesk.com/price/ (last visited Aug. 1, 2018).
transactions involving cryptocurrencies quickly and efficiently.\textsuperscript{43} The mining process also ensures that cryptocurrencies enter circulation and grow at a regular rate. Once a block is complete and the computer solves the mathematical formula, the blockchain network releases a predetermined amount of coins into circulation. The controlled release of coins into circulation prevents inflation and ensures that cryptocurrencies maintain value over time.

B. Exchanges

The recent surge in popularity of major cryptocurrencies was largely due to increased trading of coins on exchanges.\textsuperscript{44} Because cryptocurrencies enter circulation at a predetermined rate, the increased demand for cryptocurrency coins resulted in a major spike in value.\textsuperscript{45}

The most popular cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, peaked at $20,000 per coin.\textsuperscript{46} In contrast, the second most popular cryptocurrency, Ethereum, surged from $17 to $1,200 per coin in twelve months.\textsuperscript{47} The sale and exchange of cryptocurrencies occurs on digital exchanges similar to how stock markets and other currency exchanges operate. On cryptocurrency exchanges, users can exchange traditional fiat currencies (such as the U.S. Dollar or Euro) for cryptocurrencies (such as Bitcoin or Ethereum).\textsuperscript{48} Compared to fiat currencies, which maintain relatively stable values, cryptocurrencies fluctuate in value daily, hourly, and even on a per-minute basis. In 2017, Ethereum exchanges saw a one-time spike in coin sales that led to the cryptocurrency losing

\textsuperscript{43} How Bitcoin Mining Works, supra note 24.
\textsuperscript{44} See also Joseph Young, Exponential Growth: Cryptocurrency Exchanges Are Adding 100,000+ Users Per Day, Cointelegraph (Jan. 7, 2018), https://cointelegraph.com/news/exponential-growth-cryptocurrency-exchanges-are-adding-100000-users-per-day.
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\textsuperscript{47} Id.; see also Ethereum (ETH) Price, CoinDesk, https://www.coindesk.com/ethereum-price/ (last visited Apr. 1, 2018).
its entire value in seconds. Within the hour, Ethereum had rebounded to recover nearly its entire lost value.

The volatile nature of cryptocurrency exchanges reflects a lack of governmental regulation. Similar to stock exchanges, cryptocurrencies maintain value to traditional fiat currencies based upon how many users seek to exchange fiat currencies for the finite supply of available cryptocurrency. However, unlike stock markets, when cryptocurrency prices fluctuate, no government agency intervenes to maintain stable prices. Thus, a cryptocurrency’s value reflects the demand users have for that specific cryptocurrency at any point in time.

Although exchanges currently serve as a mechanism for users to acquire cryptocurrencies, blockchain enthusiasts advocate for cryptocurrency use to expand to everyday transactions such as grocery purchases or paying a friend back for dinner. If cryptocurrencies become more accepted for everyday transactions, consumers might use exchanges more like Paypal rather than trading currencies on a stock exchange. However, users remain wary of converting large sums of fiat currency into cryptocurrency due to how commonly the values of cryptocurrencies fluctuate. Thus, in the current market, exchanges merely provide a separate mechanism to acquire cryptocurrencies outside of engaging in mining. As blockchain technology evolves, exchanges should consider conducting business in a manner more similar to financial service companies that process payments, rather than as exchange platforms for trading currencies.
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54 PayPal recently applied for a patent for a method to expedite the processing of cryptocurrency transactions between consumers and merchants. This technology could make processing cryptocurrency payments faster than other peer-to-peer services, which use fiat currency (such as PayPal or Venmo). See Nikhilesh De, PayPal Is Seeking Faster Crypto Payments Tech, COINDESK (Mar. 5, 2018), https://www.coindesk.com/paypal-eyes-instant-crypto-payments-tech/.
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REGULATORY CHALLENGES

Due to the blockchain’s decentralized structure, its technology presents numerous challenges to governments seeking to regulate and control cryptocurrency use. When users trade cryptocurrencies, these transactions occur across an international network; governments often lack the ability to identify the users trading these currencies. Additionally, regulatory agencies lack the ability to track exactly when new coins enter circulation or to identify when specific coins (or pieces of coins) move between users. As governments begin to consider how to regulate cryptocurrencies in an international digital economy, they must address these issues. However, while contemplating these policies, the governments must also consider how these challenges directly counter some of the inherent features of cryptocurrencies that spurred the recent growth and popularity of blockchain technology.

A. Anonymous Transactions

Although the blockchain identifies, verifies, and records each transaction, the ledger records little to no identifying information. Miners verify only the address and quantity of coin that users transfer. The owner of the address, geolocation of the wallet, or other key identifying information is not included in the ledger. Thus, unlike other electronic transactions, cryptocurrencies enable users to send and receive money and valuable property anonymously.
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Similar to cash, cryptocurrencies provide users with a sense of secrecy and anonymity in their transactions and dealings. The obvious implications are that these cryptocurrencies could support a digital black market for illegal goods. However, anonymous cryptocurrency transactions also facilitate the collection of tax revenue. In the United States, for example, cryptocurrency is classified as property rather than currency. If a taxpayer sells property for more than he acquired it, then the taxpayer realizes a taxable gain on the sale or disposition of property. The taxpayer would then pay a tax on the amount of the gain realized in the transaction. Thus, if a taxpayer sold an amount of cryptocurrency and realized a gain on that transaction, then he would pay income tax on the amount realized.

If a taxpayer sells an amount of cryptocurrency, but fails to report it on his tax return, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has limited mechanisms to identify the gain on the transaction. In recent months, the IRS won a court case to gain user data from large cryptocurrency exchanges. In United States v. Coinbase, the IRS sought user data that belonged to users who sold, sent, or received more than $20,000 worth of cryptocurrency. Beyond gaining user data from digital exchanges, the IRS also receives bank reports on cash deposits of more than $10,000. If the IRS receives notice of large bank deposits, then the Agency may audit a taxpayer. To track large cryptocurrency transactions, the IRS recently created a virtual currency team and hired


69 Marian, supra note 64, at 45.


a software company. As cryptocurrencies surged in value and popularity over the past several years, the IRS increased the Agency enforcement of digital transactions and stated the Agency’s continued commitment to this issue moving forward.

Because cryptocurrency transactions are inherently anonymous, users seeking to avoid taxation might invest large sums in cryptocurrencies rather than in stocks, bonds, or other investments. Some argue that cryptocurrencies create “super tax havens.” Even on a smaller scale, some investors use cryptocurrencies as “savings accounts” that receive cryptocurrencies but never spend any. Because traditional anti-tax evasion policies cannot successfully address cryptocurrency tax evasion, the IRS must develop new mechanisms to identify cryptocurrency income tax evaders specifically.

B. Identifying and Locating Specific Cryptocurrency Coins

Miners gain possession of new cryptocurrency coins on the decentralized blockchain network. After miners verify transactions and computers solve the hash formula for the current block on the blockchain, the blockchain mints new coins and distributes them to miners. Because the blockchain operates on an international computer network, a cryptocurrency user could hide assets abroad to avoid taxation in his country of residence. Furthermore, due to the frequent fluctuations in the value of cryptocurrencies, a taxpayer could easily dispute his cost basis in the coins to minimize any gain realized when he disposes of the property.
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A government can tax its citizens, resident aliens, or nonresidents on any gain realized on the sale or disposition of property.\(^\text{83}\) To avoid double taxation, the IRS enacted tax treaties with numerous countries. The IRS also drafted a model tax treaty with example provisions. Under the U.S. Model Tax Treaty, a taxpayer is taxed only on gains from the sale or disposition of personal property in the contracting state where the taxpayer is a resident. If a foreign taxpayer resides in the United States but realizes a gain from a cryptocurrency transaction in their native country, then the taxpayer is taxed in the United States.\(^\text{84}\) Thus, a taxpayer can easily shield any gains on the sale or disposition of cryptocurrency by engaging in a transaction or an exchange or by mining coins on a server farm that is located in a nation without a tax treaty or a less strict regulatory structure.\(^\text{85}\)

The decentralized blockchain network effectively prevents any regulatory agency from determining when a cryptocurrency coin is mined or where the coin is located. Furthermore, unlike traditional fiat currencies, cryptocurrency users exchange coins on a network that transcends international borders, tax treaties, and regulatory control.\(^\text{86}\) To address this issue, the IRS recently closed a loophole that allowed users to exchange one cryptocurrency for another without having to pay taxes on that currency.\(^\text{87}\) However, unless a user exchanges cryptocurrency for a traditional fiat currency, taxpayers can still effectively shield their wealth by moving assets between cryptocurrencies.\(^\text{88}\) Therefore, the blockchain’s inherent technological features effectively

\(^{83}\) For example, the IRS taxes income and gains realized by nonresident aliens. See I.R.C. § 871 (2018).
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safeguard taxpayers and enable cryptocurrencies to remain outside the control of any government or regulatory agency.\textsuperscript{89}

\textbf{C. Lack of a “Physical” Asset}

Similar to securities and other financial instruments, the IRS has classified cryptocurrencies as intangible personal property.\textsuperscript{90} Intangible personal property includes any property that has no intrinsic value but has value in the rights conveyed.\textsuperscript{91} Taxpayers who hold intangible personal property do not realize gains on the property until the taxpayer sells or otherwise disposes of it.\textsuperscript{92} Therefore, to determine the tax on the sale of intangible personal property such as stock, the taxpayer must determine the cost basis of the property and the amount of money or property received in exchange.\textsuperscript{93}

In theory, taxing the gains of cryptocurrencies should follow the same simple formula. However, cryptocurrencies differ from other items of intangible personal property because of numerous challenges in calculating the cost basis of cryptocurrency.\textsuperscript{94} Because the IRS main tax enforcement mechanism is taxpayers reporting their own income,\textsuperscript{95} taxpayers who sell cryptocurrencies determine their tax basis in the coins by recording the transaction value at the time they acquired the property.\textsuperscript{96} Furthermore, the price and value of any given cryptocurrency fluctuates regularly and in much larger amounts than stocks, bonds, or other financial instruments.\textsuperscript{97} In 2017, Bitcoin saw gains and losses of several thousands of dollars in a single day.\textsuperscript{98} Therefore, a taxpayer could have acquired a Bitcoin at a high point on that day, but
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\textsuperscript{98} Bitcoin (USD) Price, supra note 42.
the fair market value of such holdings could be significantly lower at the end of the day.\textsuperscript{99}

Beyond regular cryptocurrency traders, the volatility also provides significant tax consequences for taxpayers who receive cryptocurrencies in exchange for goods or services.\textsuperscript{100} If a taxpayer receives property in exchange for goods or services, then the taxpayer’s basis is the fair market value of the property at the time of the transaction.\textsuperscript{101} Because of how volatile cryptocurrency values are, taxpayers could see the value of the coins received in exchange for their services plummet in hours.\textsuperscript{102} To provide taxpayers with a consistent method of reporting their costs basis and to account for the large fluctuations in cryptocurrency value, the IRS requires that taxpayers estimate the fair market value of any cryptocurrency holdings the day the taxpayer acquires the asset.\textsuperscript{103} When estimating a coin’s value, a taxpayer could over- or under report the cost basis in a cryptocurrency in order to minimize the amount of gain realized in a transaction or to maximize the amount of loss realized.\textsuperscript{104} The consistency might provide traders engaged in long-term transactions some consistency, but for day traders or users who receive cryptocurrencies as payment, this formula could effectively shield gains or maximize tax losses.\textsuperscript{105}

When a taxpayer later disposes of cryptocurrency coins, the IRS has several mechanisms to determine the taxpayer’s basis if the reported cost differs from the fair market value.\textsuperscript{106} These enforcement mechanisms are time consuming, and recently the IRS has taken legal action to force cryptocurrency exchanges to report transaction data for high-volume users.\textsuperscript{107} Due in part to the anonymous nature of such

\textsuperscript{99} See BITCOIN VOLATILITY INDEX, supra note 97.
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\textsuperscript{103} I.R.S. Notice 2014-21, supra note 65, § A-4.

\textsuperscript{104} The taxpayer can buy a cryptocurrency at a low point in the day, and the value could increase tremendously during that time and cause the fair market value of the cryptocurrency to rise for that day. See BITCOIN VOLATILITY INDEX, supra note 97. See also I.R.S. Notice 2014-21, supra note 65, § A-3.

\textsuperscript{105} Selkis, supra note 93.

\textsuperscript{106} One possible solution for the IRS and taxpayers is cross-referencing the time stamps of transactions with the listed prices on cryptocurrency exchanges at that time. However, because there are more than 100 operating cryptocurrency exchanges, each with different prices, this could lead to different calculations. See Darla Mercado, Got Crypto? Here’s How to Avoid an Audit from the IRS, CNBC, https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/02/got-cryptocurrencies-how-to-avoid-an-audit-from-the-irs.html (last updated Apr. 3, 2018).

transactions and the volatility of cryptocurrency markets, the IRS likely views such actions as necessary to ensure taxpayers pay their entire tax obligation. The IRS appears to consider cryptocurrencies to be like any other intangible physical asset, and it is implementing procedures to address the lack of a proper method to verify the recording of coin and transaction data.

III

LEGAL STATUS OF CRYPTOCURRENCIES

Cryptocurrencies currently exist in a legal gray area. Although individuals may legally possess and use cryptocurrencies, many traditional tax enforcement mechanisms do not effectively capture or regulate cryptocurrency transactions. Without effective enforcement mechanisms, regulatory agencies such as the IRS cannot fully capture the tax on income derived in cryptocurrency transactions.

A. 2014 IRS Classification

In 2014, the IRS issued a notice to clarify how the existing tax law applied to transactions using virtual currency. The notice clarified that cryptocurrencies are not treated as a currency that generates foreign currency gain or loss. For tax purposes, the IRS identifies cryptocurrencies as property. If a taxpayer acquires cryptocurrency, the basis of the cryptocurrency is the fair market value of the currency when the transaction occurs. If the cryptocurrency is listed on an exchange, then the fair market value of any coin is found by converting the currency into U.S. dollars at the listed rate on the exchange. If the exchange rate is not published on an exchange, the taxpayer must calculate the fair market value himself based upon the average cryptocurrency value on the day the taxpayer acquires the currency.
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The IRS further clarified that if an individual mines coins of a specific cryptocurrency, then the basis in the property is the fair market value the day it is created.\(^{117}\) However, if an individual mines a cryptocurrency coin for use in trade or business, then any income received constitutes self-employment income.\(^{118}\) A taxpayer could deduct any expenses incurred for mining as an ordinary or necessary business expense.\(^{119}\) If an individual incurs an ordinary and necessary business expense, then the person must enter into the transaction with the intent to make a profit.\(^{120}\)

Therefore, if the fair market value of the property received in exchange for cryptocurrency exceeds the basis in the currency, the taxpayer has a taxable gain.\(^{121}\) In this situation, or a situation where a taxpayer receives cryptocurrency in exchange for goods and services, the taxpayer must include the gain from the transaction as gross income for the taxable year.\(^{122}\) A taxpayer must include all gains from any cryptocurrency transactions as gross income, whether the taxpayer purchases a currency, mines it, or converts it to U.S. dollars or another fiat currency.\(^{123}\)

IV
CHINA’S CRYPTOCURRENCY BAN

The United States and China, two of the largest nations in the cryptocurrency market,\(^{124}\) took divergent approaches toward regulating cryptocurrencies. Prior to 2017, the Chinese government allowed cryptocurrency exchanges and mining businesses to operate fully in China. However, on November 1, 2017, the Chinese government banned all cryptocurrency exchanges and ICOs.\(^{125}\) After this date,

\(^{117}\) *Id.* at § A-8.
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\(^{122}\) *I.R.C.* § 61.
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many exchanges located in the country moved elsewhere and implemented service fees to withdraw funds in the days preceding the ban. The Chinese government also proposed a ban on cryptocurrency miners.

The Chinese government cites concerns about money laundering and other illegal activity to justify its ban on exchanges. Because the government action caused many exchanges to shut down, Chinese traders moved any cryptocurrency investments to offshore peer-to-peer marketplaces. The Chinese government, in an effort to further eliminate cryptocurrency transactions, expanded the ban to eliminate access to offshore exchanges. However, Chinese investors have expressed little concern about the long-term effect of the ban; these investors plan to move exchanges or mining operations offshore or to illegally connect to cryptocurrencies.

Overall, the Chinese ban on cryptocurrency markets had a negligible effect on cryptocurrency prices. Bitcoin fell eight percent the day that the Chinese government announced the ban but has since continued its record-breaking surge.
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131 In August 2018, the Chinese government poised to block access to more than 120 offshore exchanges which provided cryptocurrency trading services to individuals located in mainland China. This policy indicates the Chinese government observed that the government’s decision to shut down exchanges was not effective in preventing access to cryptocurrency marketplaces. See Zheping Huang, China to Block More than 120 Offshore Cryptocurrency Exchanges as Crackdown Escalates, SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST (Aug. 23, 2018), https://www.scmp.com/tech/enterprises/article/2161014/china-block-more-120-offshore-cryptocurrency-exchanges-crackdown.

132 Bitcoin (USD) Price, supra note 42.
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bubble, investors believe that cryptocurrency will continue to provide investment value.\textsuperscript{134}

\textbf{A. U.S.-China Tax Treaty}

The United States and China entered into the U.S.-China Tax Treaty on January 1, 1987.\textsuperscript{135}

The treaty governs income derived by residents of either the United States, China, or dual residents of both nations.\textsuperscript{136} The treaty establishes policies and terms to avoid double taxation of American and Chinese residents and to prevent income tax evasion in both nations.\textsuperscript{137}

To prevent double taxation, the United States and China both provide a tax credit to residents (the crediting country is not always the country where a taxpayer is a citizen) against a tax paid to the other country for income tax.\textsuperscript{138} A Chinese taxpayer, who realizes a gain on cryptocurrency income in the United States, would therefore receive a tax credit in China to offset any income tax paid.\textsuperscript{139} This policy encourages residents of each country to report their taxable gains from property and income earned in the other country.

In addition to preventing double taxation, the U.S.-China Tax Treaty also provides mechanisms to prevent residents of each country from evading taxes. Specifically, the tax treaty provides that “gains derived from the alienation of a property . . . arising in the other Contracting State may be taxed in that other Contracting State.”\textsuperscript{140} Therefore, a Chinese citizen who disposes of cryptocurrency in the United States may be taxed in the United States.\textsuperscript{141} This policy prevents residents of one country from shifting assets between the two nations to avoid taxation.\textsuperscript{142}

Although the U.S.-China Tax Treaty provides effective tax mechanisms to prevent double taxation and tax evasion, the two countries have implemented divergent policies on where cryptocurrencies exist in their respective tax structures. As a result,
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\item \textsuperscript{141} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{142} Id.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
cryptocurrency exchanges have relocated to other countries.\textsuperscript{143} Cryptocurrency users, similarly, have effectively hidden cryptocurrency assets from government taxation.\textsuperscript{144} As both countries continue to govern in the evolving cryptocurrency market, a more uniform tax policy regarding these currencies will allow governments to generate more tax revenue while maintaining the benefits of cryptocurrencies.

\textbf{B. Legal Implications}

China’s ban on cryptocurrencies affected the market for cryptocurrency prices across the globe.\textsuperscript{145} Because Chinese investors can no longer trade cryptocurrency on marketplace exchanges, many Chinese investors have missed the opportunity to take advantage of the surging value of cryptocurrencies.\textsuperscript{146} Domestic Chinese investors recently held almost forty-five percent of current Bitcoin in circulation.\textsuperscript{147} Thus, China’s ban limits the ability of a significant number of investors from directly engaging in cryptocurrency markets.

In spite of Chinese investors being shut off from cryptocurrency markets, the global rate of cryptocurrency trading has not slowed. Since Bitcoin’s initial eight percent fall, it has rallied to record heights.\textsuperscript{148} Even though the market price of many cryptocurrencies fell after reaching record heights, cryptocurrencies continue to retain value in spite of strict Chinese government regulation.\textsuperscript{149} Without access to exchanges, investors seemed undeterred by the Chinese government action because of how blockchain technology allows users to send and receive money anonymously through other mechanisms in the absence of formal markets.\textsuperscript{150}

Furthermore, China’s desire to eliminate financial risk has effectively eliminated the government’s ability to tax or regulate

\textsuperscript{143} Goh, supra note 2.
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\textsuperscript{146} Rapoza, supra note 125.
\textsuperscript{148} \textit{Bitcoin (USD) Price}, supra note 42.
\textsuperscript{149} Although Bitcoin fell from its record in December 2017, it continued to maintain a much higher value through 2018. See id.
\textsuperscript{150} Goh, supra note 2.
transactions. Even though cryptocurrency wallets are anonymous, many exchanges are required to report when users trade large quantities of coins. In the absence of formal exchanges, users have sent the coins through peer-to-peer systems or other unofficial methods. This effectively eliminates the government’s ability to address the concerns of money laundering or tax evasion that it feared when it implemented the ban.

C. Relocating Cryptocurrency Exchanges

In addition to Chinese cryptocurrency traders conducting transactions through means other than official exchanges, the Chinese government’s action also pushed cryptocurrency exchanges to move offshore. Given the inherently difficult nature of regulating and taxing cryptocurrency transactions, offshore exchanges pose numerous additional issues. First, many of the countries where the cryptocurrency exchanges relocated already have tax-friendly policies. This effectively creates “super tax havens” where taxpayers can buy and sell cryptocurrencies on exchanges and store the coins in digital wallets in nations with friendly or nonexistent tax laws.

In “super tax havens,” investors have the ability to conduct cryptocurrency transactions and form cryptocurrency exchanges in nations with a clear regulatory environment. Unlike China or the United States, banks and other financial institutions in these nations work transparently with cryptocurrency companies and investors. This not only provides cryptocurrency a sense of legitimacy but helps
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ease fears that future regulations would hamper any growth in cryptocurrency markets.\(^{159}\)

Although these nations might provide some guidance for creating a regulatory framework for cryptocurrencies, the regulations implemented are not necessarily strictly enforced.\(^{160}\) In some nations, such as the Isle of Man, the government requires that cryptocurrency businesses follow certain global anti-money laundering laws, but other nations do not have such provisions.\(^{161}\) Moving forward, many of these nations might look for other incentives to keep cryptocurrency exchanges, such as preferential tax treatment for cryptocurrency transactions. However, given that the United States and China do not appear interested in adopting a more lenient regulatory framework, exchanges might remain in these countries out of necessity.

**D. Loss of Tax Revenue**

When China banned cryptocurrency exchanges, the Chinese government lost an easy mechanism to identify, track, and tax cryptocurrency transactions. Although domestic cryptocurrency exchanges shut down, cryptocurrency users continued to engage in these transactions outside government oversight.\(^{162}\) Most exchanges do not require users to present identifying information to buy or sell cryptocurrency, but many still report to the government when large sums of money are bought or sold on the exchange.\(^{163}\) Furthermore, the government has other mechanisms to track transactions, including tracking the IP address or location of the computer used.\(^{164}\)

As more exchanges move outside Chinese jurisdiction, the United States also loses a significant ability to tax cryptocurrency traders. When a Chinese taxpayer exchanged her coins on an American
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exchange, that exchange would have provided the IRS with some identifying information. Since Chinese traders (who possess a significant amount of cryptocurrency) cannot access American-based cryptocurrency exchanges, the IRS lost access to any taxable income on the gain from the sale of those coins.

The Chinese government also lost access to the tax revenue of both Chinese and American cryptocurrency users who sold coins on Chinese exchanges or paid into Chinese mining operations. Because these operations moved abroad, users now have a much higher incentive to not pay taxes on their profits because the business operates in tax shelters that do not have tax treaties with the United States or China. By implementing an outright ban on these businesses, the Chinese government effectively made cryptocurrency users more likely to engage in tax evasion.

E. Future Policy Implications

Countries attempting to regulate cryptocurrencies have developed two primary regulatory frameworks. The first model is China’s primary approach: institute an outright ban on cryptocurrency exchanges, mining, and businesses. The other model is the primary approach of offshore tax shelters: implement regulations to support the growth of cryptocurrencies that encourage financial institutions to invest in
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blockchain technology. Any regulation must recognize the benefits of cryptocurrency that attracted users. Specifically, any future policy must protect user data and provide tax incentives for users to continue to invest in cryptocurrencies.

The first users began to buy cryptocurrencies because they appreciated the anonymous, decentralized nature of the blockchain. While this technology provides cryptocurrencies with the ability to easily facilitate transactions, it can also enable money laundering, fraud, and illegal transactions. Both the United States and China should work to develop a tax mechanism that eliminates the ability for users to engage in fraudulent transactions while ensuring the user data remains private.

To ensure that anti-money laundering laws are followed, a regulatory framework must require some identification of user data from markets and exchanges. However, given the anonymous features of the blockchain network, this regulation could drive users away from cryptocurrencies. In the absence of requesting explicit
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user data, the governments could request that the firms provide some tracking data about the location of the computer used in the transaction.\textsuperscript{177}

Beyond user privacy and illegal transactions, tax evasion is the largest legal issue to arise out of the growth of cryptocurrencies. The United States and China have the resources to properly identify and track cryptocurrency transactions. However, cryptocurrency transactions in the United States do not carry any special tax classification, so users have no incentive to report their cryptocurrency income. Furthermore, because traditional tax mechanisms still fail to capture cryptocurrency transactions, relying on taxpayers to report gains or losses does not provide the government a reliable source of tax income.

Both the United States and China should pursue a cryptocurrency tax policy that creates tax incentives for investors to report cryptocurrency transactions. One solution would be to specifically amend the tax code to ensure cryptocurrency transactions receive preferential capital gain taxes. Some specific cryptocurrency situations may generate a short- or long-term capital gain or loss, but many common scenarios do not.\textsuperscript{178} By ensuring preferential tax treatment for more cryptocurrency transactions, regulatory agencies might incentivize users to report their transactions.

Beyond preferential tax treatment, governments could also create government-endorsed or -sponsored exchanges or cryptocurrencies to replace or supplement traditional fiat currencies. China’s government has recently begun controlled cryptocurrency projects to standardize blockchain technology.\textsuperscript{179} A standardized blockchain could enable the government to gain more oversight of cryptocurrency transactions while also protecting user privacy.\textsuperscript{180} For example, a unique wallet address owned by each user could protect against identity theft or other crime. If larger financial institutions embrace blockchain technology, then cryptocurrency use could become more widespread and embraced.
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CONCLUSION

Over the past decade, cryptocurrencies have surged into the mainstream discussion about the future of financial transactions. Although cryptocurrencies first gained notoriety as digital cash to facilitate illegal transactions, blockchain technology could help shift the international financial system into the twenty-first century. Rather than imposing strict regulations or banning cryptocurrencies, the Chinese and American governments should embrace the shift toward a digital currency. By implementing preferential tax treatment, adopting standardized rules governing blockchain transactions, and implementing rules to protect user privacy, both countries could reduce the amount of illegal transactions and tax fraud that occurs on cryptocurrency exchanges.